ALCO SMART Iron Roughneck Spinners

Description
• The ALCO SMART Iron Roughneck Spinners are a critical component in the complete ALCO SMART Roughneck System for making the initial threaded connection of pipe before the required torque is completed with the Iron Roughneck Wrenches below.

Features / Benefits
• Complete automated-system to make initial pipe connections
• Quick Urethane Coated or Knurled Roller change out
• Mixed Urethane Coated or Knurled Roller configuration options
• Provides a safe, efficient and effective alternative to hazardous chain flipping, improving worker safety and reducing workplace safety hazards

Specifications
• Motor Torque - Motor Torque Capacity (4 x TG0240)
• Motor Speed - (Speed 85 to 110 rpm)
• Clamping Force - 50 psi -------> 300 Ft-Lbs
  - 700 psi -------> 525 Ft-Lbs
  - 3000 psi -------> 2100 Ft-Lbs
• Spinner Roller Surface Available
  - Urethane Coated
  - Knurled
• Clamp Cylinder Load
  - 1500 psi --> 12500 lbf
  - 3000 psi --> 25000 lbf

Get Started at: sales@alcoinc.ca